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Introduction

Without availability and access to a variety of foods, populations in the developing world are suffering from deficiencies in iron, zinc, iodine, vitamin A, and other micronutrients in addition to deficiencies in energy and protein. These deficiencies have far-reaching health consequences, imposing an economic burden and reducing quality of life. Supplementation and fortification programs have demonstrated effectiveness, but there is an increasing interest in potentially more sustainable solutions via agricultural interventions.

This report reviews the available evidence to address five questions:

1. Do diversified diets improve nutritional status and other health outcomes?
2. Can agricultural interventions change production and consumption behavior?
3. What are the pathways from changes in production to changes in diet?
4. Are agricultural interventions cost-effective methods to improve nutrition?
5. What are the constraints to dietary diversification?

The studies presented are culled from peer-reviewed and grey literature which was retrieved with a list of search terms including: smallholder, homestead production, agriculture, developing world, dietary diversity, agricultural diversification, anthropometric indicators, nutritional status, micronutrient intake, micronutrient status, animal-source foods (ASF), cost-effectiveness, fortification, supplementation, disability adjusted life years (DALYS), production diversification, horticulture transition, nutrition transition, nutrition education and several combinations thereof. Existing reviews were mined for sources that were not retrieved in the keyword search.

In total, 125 references are included, 92 of which are from peer-reviewed journals. The remainder are conference proceedings and grey literature (such as CGIAR center reports).

1. What is the evidence that diversified diets improve nutritional status and other health outcomes?

There is a growing body of literature suggesting a link between dietary diversity, improved nutritional status, and reduced risk of disease (Kant et al., 1995; Kant, 1996; Ruel, 2002; Onyango, 2002 and similar). In a survey of 154 rural Kenyan children aged 12-36 months, dietary diversity (as measured by unique food items consumed) was strongly and consistently related to anthropometric status (Onyango et al., 1998). A low dietary diversity score (based on number of food groups consumed; items were recalled by respondents and coded into groups by
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researchers) was correlated with underweight status for a sample of 580 non-pregnant women in rural Burkina Faso, even when controlling for socioeconomic and demographic variables (Savy et al., 2005). The authors note that dietary diversity in their sample is significantly associated with dietary quality and is also significantly associated with anthropometric indicators. These findings provide some evidence for a correlation between diet diversity, diet quality, and health outcomes in the developing world.

Dietary diversity (among five food groups) and overall energy intake were strong indicators of nutrient adequacy among Tehranian women (Mirmiran et al., 2006). The number of unique food items consumed and variety of food groups consumed were indicators of nutrient adequacy among adolescents and adults of both sexes in rural Mali; high scores in the dairy, green leaf, and vegetable groups were particularly important (Torheim et al., 2004). Dietary diversity (measured by 7-9 food groups) was also associated with nutrient adequacy among children in Madagascar and South Africa (Moursi et al., 2008; Steyn et al., 2006).

The correlation between variety of food groups consumed and anthropometric status was not observed among urban women in Burkina Faso (Savy et al., 2008). The authors suggest that even low-income women have access to a variety of foods in the urban setting; low dietary diversity scores in the urban group were still higher than the average scores in the rural group. The role of urban-rural status is further complicated by evidence that dietary diversity (as measured by unique food items as well as variety of food groups) was associated with a higher risk of stunting among urban children in Mali (Hatloy et al., 2000) but the same relationship was not observed among rural children. The authors note that the dietary diversity in urban households with low socioeconomic status was higher than that of rural households with high socioeconomic status. The accuracy of dietary diversity as a proxy for diet quality may therefore vary by setting. This shortcoming may be partially addressed by using a more detailed measure of dietary diversity in urban evaluations; Savy et al. (2008) found that a measure using 22 food groups (as opposed to 9) was correlated with socioeconomic status and diet quality, though there was still no association with anthropometric indicators.

The urban-rural distinction was also observed among Mexican men (Ponce et al., 2006). Dietary diversity (measured by consumption of 24 food groups) and micronutrient adequacy increased with socioeconomic status of urban subjects, and both were significantly higher among urban poor than among rural poor. In this group, dietary diversity was also associated with consumption of saturated fat and cholesterol. This is likely due to the increased availability and consumption of processed foods in the wake of the “nutrition transition” (Maunder et al., 2001; Haddad, 2003). Access to processed foods can increase the number of food items consumed without improving nutritional outcomes.

Belanger and Johns (2008) suggest that health benefits of dietary diversity go beyond those of simple nutrient adequacy. This is likely due in part to the improved bioavailability of micronutrients when consumed in combination. For instance, in developing countries where availability of easily absorbed animal-source iron is low, vitamin C becomes especially important to mediate iron absorption (Seshadri et al., 1985; Tontisirin et al., 2002). In the developing world, plant sources provide most vitamin A (Tontisirin et al., 2002) but bioavailability of vitamin A and other micronutrients from animal-source foods is thought to be higher than that of plant sources (Castenmiller & West, 1998; Murphy & Allen, 2003). Additionally, Golden (1991) found that monotonous diets can exacerbate malnutrition by diminishing appetites already suppressed by physiological nutrient deficiencies.

Reviews of the literature indicate a strong positive association between intake of animal source foods and nutrient adequacy, particularly energy intake, iron, and vitamin A (Allen, 2003). With some exceptions, livestock interventions are associated with increased energy and/or micronutrient intake (Leroy & Frongillo, 2007). Meat
consumption in particular has been linked to increased physical activity and improved anthropometric outcomes among school-age children in Kenya (Neumann et al., 2007).

As with any nutritional variable, the positive impacts of dietary diversity will be mediated by other health-related factors such as infection, parasitic status, access to clean water, and access to health care services. Among young children in India, for example, diarrhoeal episodes were a predictor of nutrition status (Devi & Geervani, 1994) and diarrhoeal and malarial episodes were a predictor of nutritional status among young children in Tanzania (Mbago & Namfua, 1992).

2. Is there evidence that agricultural interventions can change production and consumption behavior?

Though the literature suggests that agricultural interventions can address the access and availability constraints that may limit more diversified diets, it is difficult to draw concrete conclusions about behavioral change. Bonnard (1999) notes that while agricultural interventions have the potential to help achieve desired nutritional outcomes, those outcomes are potentially mediated by other factors such as how food and resources are allocated within the household or access to sanitation services.

Because many agricultural interventions are highly complex, involve both social and physical factors that can be locally specific (such as agroecological zone and farmer knowledge) and have additional objectives such as improved yields, randomized evaluation methods are extremely expensive and have limited external validity. Quasi-experimental methods also suffer from a (1) lack of baseline data; (2) lack of suitable controls; and (3) the inability to determine potentially inherent differences between adopters and non-adopters in cases where non-adopters are used as a control group. Evaluation goals may sometimes conflict with program objectives. For instance, a recent study of orange-fleshed sweet potato (OFSP) adoption actively discouraged dissemination in order to maintain the integrity of controls (HarvestPlus draft, preliminary results).

Despite the obstacles to rigorous evaluation, there is a large and growing body of literature which, taken as a whole, provides clear indications that agricultural interventions can have a strong and positive effect on nutritional status. Unless otherwise noted, the results included in the following section are all significant (at p<0.05) relative to the control group used. In the 42 cited studies reporting primary evaluation data, the most common outcome variable is consumption of the target food or nutrient (26/44 studies, plus an additional 10/44 studies in which consumption is an independent variable). A handful of studies include anthropometric (13/44), clinical (8/44) or production (10/44) variables as well. The distribution of outcome variables is partly reflective of study aims; interventions in the agricultural tradition are more likely to focus on production, while interventions based in nutrition are more likely to analyze clinical, anthropometric, or consumption variables. The most common research design is a cross-sectional sample at a single time point (24/44). For studies collecting data at multiple time points, the evaluation period varies from 1 week to 3 years, with the exception of two long-range studies that use population data rather than an intervention-specific sample (Hop, 2003; Smitasiri & Chotiboriboon, 2003). Sample sizes are indicated for some studies to provide a sense of the scale of these evaluations.

Broad lessons

The interventions with the most robust evidence of success are multi-platform, combining agricultural training and inputs with food preparation and nutrition education (Harris, 1991; Ruel & Levin, 2000; Berti et al., 2004). The addition of a marketing component can support project effectiveness and sustainability if it is sensitive to the community context. Marketing efforts that do not account for local differences in yield, market development, and
market accessibility may be unsuccessful or may cause households to sell the new crop production rather than consuming it (Yorgey, 2008 citing Low, 2007).

Tontisirin et al. (2002; 1999) find that community-based approaches are the most successful in modifying behaviors and diversifying diets. Involving community members in the planning, implementation, monitoring and evaluation processes may improve compliance and nutritional outcomes, particularly if influential community members such as healers are involved (Loevinsohn & Gillespie, 2003; Tontisirin & Gillespie, 2002).

Gender issues are important, particularly because the nutritional status of nursing mothers will have direct effects on the nutritional status of their children. Smallholder-targeted interventions have had varying effects on women in the treatment population. Local norms for a crop production system are an important determinant of the ultimate outcomes for women, particularly in cases where a target crop is traditionally managed by one gender. However, there are documented cases in which income from a formerly “women’s” crop is taken over by men following successful agricultural interventions (Dolan, 2002). In these cases, women may retain the burden of labor and its attendant caloric needs even as their ability to meet those needs through crop income is reduced. The World Bank (2007) presents a case in which program designers in Togo addressed that issue by marketing soy as a legume (traditionally female production) rather than as a cash crop (traditionally male production). The success of that approach can provide useful lessons for future interventions.

An educational component is necessary but not always sufficient

Ruel and Levin (2000) note that early interventions often omitted education and communication components, and nutrition outcomes (self-reported dietary diversity and anthropometric indicators) were generally not improved. More recent programs, particularly in South Asia, have integrated educational and communication strategies with more success (Marsh, 1998; English & Badcock, 1998; Hagenimana et al., 1999, Talukder, 2010). Education alone is most suitable when food sources are available but underutilized; in areas of food scarcity, education interventions are not as likely to succeed without a food-based component (Harris, 1991). For instance, in areas where iron deficiency is prevalent because of food scarcity, encouraging increased vitamin C intake through local foods may not be adequate (Allen & Gillespie, 2001).

In studies that target nutritional outcomes, education-only interventions are focused on nutrition education rather than agricultural training and education. Agricultural education on its own (without accompanying access to inputs or other services) has not been analyzed in terms of nutritional outcomes. However, several nutritionally focused education-only programs have been implemented with apparent success in improving a range of nutrition and behavioral outcomes. In nine published studies reporting primary data evaluating education-only programs, there were no reports of intervention failure. However, the statistical rigor of the evaluations varies greatly, and there is a possibility that evaluations reporting success are more likely to be available in the published literature.

In Indonesia, the percentage of mothers and children consuming at least one egg per week increased from 80% to 92% following a social marketing campaign to promote eggs and dark-green leafy vegetables (de Pee et al., 1998). The increase was independent of SES or chicken ownership, and most of the consumed eggs had been purchased. During the same time frame, the average consumption of vegetables increased by approximately 20%, from 93 to 111 grams per person daily. Serum retinol levels also increased. In Malawi, a dietary diversity education program increased dietary diversity, diet quality, and anthropometric measures among children in intervention groups relative to control groups (Gibson et al., 2003).
Education about the health benefits of animal source foods (ASF) led to increased ASF consumption following interventions in Peru and Thailand (Creed-Kanashiro, 2003; Smitasiri, 2003). Nutrition education programs in Peru reduced stunting in infants (Waters et al., 2006) and increased length and weight gain in infants and toddlers (Penny et al., 2005). Educational programs also increased infant length and weight in China (Gulden et al., 2000, cited in World Bank, 2007), increased child weight in Bangladesh (Roy et al., 2005) and increased the mean energy intake of infants in Bangladesh (Kimmons et al., 2004).

In the Bangladesh program (Roy et al., 2005), a portion of the treatment group also received a food supplement; weight gain was greater in the food-plus-education group than in the education group alone. An 18-month longitudinal study in India found that a food-plus-education group had greater weight and length increases than the education-only group and the control group. The education-only group did demonstrate greater weight gain than did the control group (Bhandari et al., 2001). Allen (2003) interprets these results as an indicator that in food-scarce areas, interventions that provide food along with education are likely to be more effective than those that provide education alone.

The long-term efficacy of these programs is largely unstudied, though a longitudinal study in Bangladesh found that increases in nutritional knowledge remained steady three years after a vitamin-A-focused educational intervention. No increase in the consumption of vitamin-A rich foods was observed (Hussain & Kvale, 1996). Incomes in the study region had decreased in the years following the intervention and the resulting economic constraints may have affected consumption habits, but the lack of a control group hampers interpretation of the results.

Integrated interventions such as Homestead Food Production have been widely successful

Many of the most-cited case studies come from Helen Keller International’s homestead food production program (HFP) in Bangladesh, Cambodia, Nepal, and the Philippines (Talukder et al., 2010; Bushamuka et al., 2005). The intervention includes homestead gardening and livestock extension services and inputs, as well as nutrition education through local NGO partnerships. Agents establish Village Model Farms (VMFs) in target communities; VMFs serve as a source for inputs (both plant and animal) and training. The VMF owner also coordinates a women’s producer/farmer support group, linking them to services as well as markets.

Talukder et al. (2010) report that households in HFP intervention villages were significantly more likely to have adopted improved gardening practices. Among these households, vegetable production volume and number of varieties increased threefold and fourfold relative to the baseline average, and both were positively correlated with increased vegetable consumption for children in the household. Children in households with traditional gardening practices consumed an average of four types of vegetables, while children in households with developed gardens consumed an average of thirteen vegetable varieties. There were also significant increases in household egg consumption relative to baseline (N=720). Bushamuka et al. (2005) found that improvements in income and production were still observable among formerly participating households three years after the withdrawal of program support, suggesting that the integrated intervention is at least partially sustainable.

Serum hemoglobin data were collected for a subset of the HFP sample. Among children aged 6-59 months, significant decreases in anemia were observed in Bangladesh and the Philippines and non-significant decreases were observed in Cambodia and Nepal. Among non-pregnant mothers of children aged 6-59 months, anemia prevalence decreased significantly in Nepal and Bangladesh but remained constant in Cambodia. Anthropometric data were collected but not reported (Talukder et al., 2010).
Faber et al. (2002) describe a home-gardening and vitamin A education program reaching 126 households in South Africa. The authors observed significantly increased serum retinol in 2-5 year old children at endline (20 months) in the intervention village as compared to baseline (n=110); endline levels were significantly higher than those in the neighboring control village (n=111). Within the intervention village, endline serum retinol was significantly higher for children from households with a project garden than for children from households without a garden; serum retinol in households with no garden was similar to levels in the control village. Maternal knowledge about vitamin A also improved significantly. No change was observed in anthropometric indicators.

In Tanzania, an education and seed distribution program was associated with improved knowledge and practices in the experimental area, as well as increased consumption of vitamin-A rich foods (Kidala et al., 2000). Sixty-five percent of the children in the experimental area consumed vitamin A-rich foods more than 7 times a week, compared to 37% of children in the control area (n=236). However, lower serum retinol levels were observed in the experimental area than in the control area. The authors suggest that a helminth infestation in the treatment area may have confounded the results; when the analysis controlled for helminth status, there was no significant difference in serum retinol levels between the treatment and control groups. Interpretation of the results is further complicated by a five-year delay between the intervention period and the evaluation. There was unfortunately no published analysis conducted during or immediately following the intervention.

An intervention in India provided inputs, nutrition education, and agricultural training to 1500 households in 30 villages in order to encourage home gardening of vitamin-A rich foods (Chakravarty, 2000). At endline, the percent of households consuming green leafy vegetables three or more times per week had increased substantially; from 15-20% of households at baseline to 40-50% of households at endline. The average daily intake of greens and fruits increased by 15 and 7.5 grams, respectively. The study design did not include control areas or statistical analysis of the results.

An intervention in Bangladesh included a community educational component as well as the provision of seeds. The authors documented increases in vegetable production, vegetable consumption, and nutrition knowledge among mothers in the treatment area (Greiner & Mitra, 1995). Assigning the consumption changes to the intervention is difficult due to two factors: first, a drop in the price of rice during the study period; second, a high likelihood that the neighboring control village had been affected by diffusion of the intervention. Statistical analysis of the intervention’s effectiveness was therefore limited.

Another Bangladesh intervention (Bhattacharjee et al., 2007) reached adolescent girls through school-based gardens and nutrition and agriculture education. The project demonstrated improved knowledge among the girls, though their ability to put their knowledge into practice was limited by their low status within the household. Micronutrient intakes and frequency of fruit and vegetable consumption were significantly higher among women, girls, children and infants in project households; since some of that increase may have been due to consumption of produce from the school garden, it is difficult to know how much to attribute to changes in home production and consumption.

Evaluation of HKI’s Cambodia program found that households in the intervention group were more likely than control households to earn income from home gardening activities. However, this relationship was also observed at baseline (Olney et al., 2008). In India, 40% of the households participating in an HFP program in India sold 10 to 25% of the produce from their gardens (Chakravarty, 2000); production-for-income was common even though this intervention did not include a market development component.

Livestock interventions have some demonstrated success
It has been suggested that interventions to promote ASF are not appropriate in low-SES settings (Yip, 1997) but existing reviews of the literature support the efficacy of livestock-based interventions (Leroy & Frongillo, 2007; Allen, 2003). A poultry intervention in Bangladesh (Nielsen, 2003) did not result in increased consumption of poultry or eggs, but women and girls in intervention households did report increased consumption of fish (n=70). An early intervention in Egypt was associated with higher protein intakes, ASF intake, and iron consumption among participating households as compared to non-participating households; there was also a drop in anemia prevalence among school-aged children from participating households (Galal et al., 1987).

An early dairy intervention found decreased milk consumption in villages with dairy cooperatives, but increased energy and protein consumption in households owning dairy cows; the author hypothesizes that the change is due to income effects (Alderman, 1987). Adopters of an improved dairy production intervention in Ethiopia consumed more energy, fat, protein, retinol and iron at the household level than did the non-adopters (n=56), and their income was 72% higher (Tangka et al., 2002). Intensive dairy production in Kenya raised household incomes and food expenditures (Mullins et al., 1996).

The VAC program in Vietnam is a longstanding initiative to encourage gardening, aquaculture, and animal husbandry through a variety of direct and indirect approaches. While a causal link to increased consumption cannot be firmly drawn, the program has been credited with increased ASF production (Hop, 2003).

*Macro-level factors influencing diversification trends*

A framework put forth by the Asian Productivity Association (2004) suggests that there are four factors that can influence the move towards agricultural diversification at the country level: (1) investments in research and development; (2) provision of adequate infrastructure; (3) removal of non-trade barriers and (4) provision of relevant technology and knowledge. Pingali & Rosegrant (1995) put forth a similar framework, suggesting that investment in infrastructure, research and development, land rights, and market liberalization can encourage diversification and alleviate short-term equity and environmental consequences. The focus in this context is diversification for economic growth rather than for nutrition per se.

In the Kurekshetra district of India, increased road density and urbanization at the district level was associated with commercialization; commercialization was associated with farm-level specification and regional diversification (Jha et al., 2009). GIS analysis at the country level yielded similar results; urbanized districts with good road connections to urban centers were the most likely to diversify towards high-value commodities (Rao et al., 2004).

There is little recent work analyzing agricultural diversification in Africa at the macro-level. Delgado (1995) suggests that policies focused on increasing supply-side responsiveness may promote diversification, but there has been little empirical work addressing the question. Diversification for own-consumption has not been well studied at the macro level.

3. What are the pathways from changes in on-farm production to changes in diet?

While there is good evidence for the efficacy of agricultural interventions, there is very little empirical research addressing the mechanisms by which those interventions achieve improved outcomes. The World Bank (2007) describes two direct pathways to impact as (1) production for own consumption; and (2) production for sale and increased income. The report also notes that successful agricultural interventions can have an impact by improving the economic and social status of women, reducing real food prices or improving the overall economic health of a region.
Outside of homestead and livestock interventions, there is a dearth of information about the tradeoff between production for income or for own-consumption. There has been some analysis of the effects of commercialization initiatives on nutrition, but the majority of those studies focused on changes in overall energy intake rather than micronutrient adequacy (DeWalt, 1993; Kennedy et al., 1992; von Braun and Kennedy, 1994; cited in World Bank, 2007). Still, it is useful to note that in the reviewed interventions increased levels of focus crop production were generally associated with increased food expenditures and sometimes increased caloric intake; this correlation provides some evidence for the functionality of the production-for-income pathway. However, the authors of one review also note one case of negative impacts on consumption when subsistence production was not maintained, presumably because of reduced availability of own-produced food staples (DeWalt, 1993).

Production for income

Onyango (2002) suggests thinking of income as an intermediary variable; it is dependent on socioeconomic status but it is also a predictor for nutritional outcomes. There is controversy about the effect of income on diet (Bouis & Haddad, 1992). Improved income in the absence of education will not necessarily lead to improved diets, particularly in areas facing a transition away from traditional diets (Haddad, 2003; Pingali, 2004; Hawkes, 2007). With the increased availability of packaged foods that are apparently diverse but nutritionally similar, there are calls to communicate that apparent diversity may not be nutritional diversity (Maunier, 2001).

HKI’s interventions in South Asia (Talukder, 2010) provide some insight into these pathways for home gardeners; compared to control households, intervention households produced higher volumes and more varieties of vegetables. Children in these households saw a corresponding increase in vegetable consumption. In addition, household income increased as a result of sales from production, and the majority of the extra income was used to purchase additional food for the household. Conclusions about pathways are, however, limited—while this intervention demonstrated increases in production, income, and self-reported consumption, it is unclear what portion of the consumption increase resulted from own-production and what portion resulted from purchased food.

It is also important to note that HFP programs often target women. Three-quarters of the gardens in HKI’s sample were managed by women (Talukder et al., 2010). In addition, the authors suggest that women were the likely decision-makers regarding income earned from HFP activities. Little information is available about the effects of increased income from horticulture in the absence of female-targeted efforts.

Livestock interventions in Bangladesh and India (Neilson et al., 2003; Alderman, 1987) resulted in improved animal-source food consumption even without increases in consumption of own-produced food. These findings could support the idea of impact through the production-for-income pathway. Other interventions could also be working through that pathway, but the overlap between types of food produced and reported consumption makes it difficult to assess those relationships.

Own-consumption.

Preliminary results of the HarvestPlus OFSP project in Uganda and Mozambique indicate that the intervention was successful in increasing OFSP production, and that the majority of that production went towards household consumption rather than to the market (HarvestPlus draft, 2010). The authors did not report whether or not the intervention had an effect on the income of the adopting households. The authors found that households producing OFSP do express interest in selling some portion of their crop; they hypothesize that as the demand for
OFSP and the access to markets increases, the risk involved in devoting resources towards OFSP production will be reduced and production-for-income will increase.

Zezza and Tasciotti (2008) use dietary diversity as a proxy for food security in a survey of developing countries in Latin America, South Asia, and Sub-Saharan Africa. Their measure of diversity is based on 14 food groups. They find that participation in urban agriculture is associated with improved dietary diversity in 10 of the 15 countries studied; the authors suggest that the majority (75-85%) of urban agriculturists are producing for own consumption, but they do not directly test any causal hypotheses.

4. Are agricultural interventions cost-effective in comparison to other nutrition interventions?

Cost-benefit analyses in the literature are overwhelmingly targeted towards fortification, bio-fortification, and supplementation programs (Baltussen et al., 2004; World Bank, 1994). Estimates of benefit-cost ratios for supplementation and fortification programs range from 20-70 (Horton, 2008; Bouis, 1999; World Bank, 1994). However, successful supplementation programs depend on access to target populations—no small consideration in many of the poorest regions—as well as a continued investment throughout the life of the program. In addition, there is no potential for the magnification of benefits through the process of dissemination. In contrast, agricultural interventions can in theory sustain themselves, and their impact can be magnified as new crops are propagated and agricultural knowledge spreads throughout communities (Harris, 1991, Bouis, 1999, HarvestPlus draft, 2010).

Ethical and practical considerations have favored cost-effectiveness measures over benefit cost analysis in health interventions. Yet there is very little information about the cost-effectiveness of agricultural interventions from a nutrition standpoint. Bonnard (1999) notes that agricultural interventions are often evaluated in terms of their economic outcomes rather than their health outcomes; it is assumed that increased production will result in increased consumption. While this may be a reasonable assumption in some cases, it is an obstacle to useful comparisons between agricultural interventions and other approaches. There are questions about the validity of a cost-effectiveness measure in assessing the value of an agricultural intervention; it is difficult to accurately capture all of the benefits and costs associated with the changes in income, health, and poverty status that may result from agriculture focused projects (Levin, 2010, personal correspondence). Rouse (2002) points to similar limitations to adequately representing the health and economic contributions of mothers in DALY analyses (Rouse, 2003).

Cost-effectiveness will also vary widely even between similar programs. Fiedler (2007) points out that for vitamin A supplementation programs, the cost of the supplement itself averages only 6% of program costs. Variability in costs of personnel, level of access, environmental factors, and basic structure of a program can therefore have significant effects on even the most straightforward interventions. Local settings will determine whether program components can be added on at marginal cost or whether significant investments in training and infrastructure are required (Horton, 1999).

In a preliminary analysis of the HarvestPlus OFSP program in Uganda and Mozambique (HarvestPlus draft, 2010) the authors estimated a cost of $15-20 per DALY saved. They note that the effectiveness of the program was not compromised by shortening the duration of the intensive engagement to one year rather than two; they also suggest that diffusion (discouraged during the study period to maintain the integrity of controls) will allow the benefits to accru across a broader population.

A cost-effectiveness analysis of three vitamin A interventions in Guatemala found the cost per high-risk person achieving adequate vitamin A to be $0.98 for sugar fortification, $1.68-1.86 for capsule distribution and $3.10-4.16 for food production and education interventions (Phillips et al., 1996). One study (Edejer et al., 2005) ranks
fortification as the most cost-effective ($19 per DALY averted) and supplementary food and nutrition education as the least cost-effective ($130 per DALY averted; calculated as an addition to other interventions). An analysis of unit costs for nutrition investments in Asia (Horton, 1999) estimates that fortification costs less than $0.15 per beneficiary per year, supplementation costs up to $1.70 per beneficiary per year, and gardening and nutrition programs cost $2.00-$10.00 per beneficiary per year (costs vary widely by program design). A more recent analysis (Horton et al., 2010) uses the 36 countries with the highest burden of under nutrition as the target population, estimating supplementation costs at $1.20 per child for vitamin A supplementation; $1 per child for zinc supplementation; $3.60 per child for additional micronutrient powders; $2.00 per pregnancy for iron-folic acid supplementation during pregnancy; $0.20 per person for iron fortification of staple foods; and $0.05 per person for salt iodization.

As noted earlier, the most effective agricultural interventions include a nutrition education component. It is difficult to find estimates of the costs and benefits of nutrition education, but a facility-based nutrition education program in Peru reduced stunting in infants at a marginal cost of $6.12 per child reached, $55.16 per case of stunting prevented, and an estimated cost of $1952 per death averted (Waters et al., 2006).

As a comparison, cooking in iron pots has received attention as a strategy to reduce anemia and a potential component of educational efforts. There is evidence that iron pot cooking can increase in blood iron stores (Borigato & Martinez, 1998; Adish et al., 1999). In one study, the cost of providing iron pots was $5,000 for a population of 10,000 in Ethiopia. This compares to estimated costs of $8,000-$12,000 to supplement a similar population (Ruel & Levin, 2000). However, one study found that iron pot cooking is significantly less effective than supplementation in raising serum ferritin levels (Sharieff et al., 2007), and it is therefore difficult to make true comparisons of cost-effectiveness.

Agricultural interventions through indirect pathways are potentially cost-effective as well. Babu (2000) suggests that attempts to identify, document, and encourage the utilization of nutrient-rich indigenous plants could be a cost-effective and sustainable method of improving the nutritional status of local populations. The call for biodiversity initiatives is echoed elsewhere in the literature (Wispelwey & Deckelbaum, 2010; Belanger & Johns, 2008; Johns & Sthapit, 2004).

Finally, there have been estimates of high benefit-cost ratios of bio-fortification research (Bouis, 1999) particularly fortification of crops with an established demand and market structure. Bio-fortification can improve dietary diversity if it introduces rather than replaces food items, and fortified varieties can improve nutritional status within a relatively short timeframe even in the absence of increased dietary diversity (Stein, 2007).

5. What are the constraints to dietary diversification?

Limits to increasing dietary diversity are often attributed to an inadequate consumer understanding of the food-health links, along with limited access to a range of affordable foods or seeds (Gruere et al., 2009 in Biodiversity, 2010). In harsh growing conditions, where few crops are reliably supported, the ability to purchase a variety of food is often limited along with the ability to produce it. Even where markets are available, their limited offerings generally reflect local constraints. Rural markets in these areas may be characterized by poor infrastructure, especially access roads and storage options, and they may be stocked by sellers – often local farmers or traders – who supply only the limited seeds and crops known to grow in the region (Lipper et al., 2010). When nutritionally diverse foods are available in rural markets, they may be expensive, their benefits may be unknown, or they may not be adapted for local production conditions.
Anticipated decreases in biodiversity throughout SSA may reduce pathways to dietary diversification; a decline in variety of plant species consumed may increase micronutrient deficiencies among groups formerly dependent on traditional foods (Johns & Eyzaguirre, 2007; Kennedy et al., 2003; Belanger & Johns, 2008). Traditional and small-scale agriculture draws on locally important plant species (Johns & Eyzaguirre, 2007; Grivetti & Ogle, 2000; Belanger & Johns, 2008) as an important source for dietary diversity. Though staple foods are an important part of many traditional food systems, traditional diets have been supplemented with wild-source small animals such as birds and insects (Johns & Sthapit, 2004) and some traditional varieties of rice show higher micronutrient levels than their high-yield counterparts (Kennedy et al., 2003).

Nutritional surveys have a tendency to overlook the contribution of wild and local foods (Grivetti & Ogle, 2000; Kennedy et al., 2005), perhaps because they are sometimes seen as low-status foods within communities (Bonnard, 1999; Gopalan & Tamber, 2003). Those perceptions can be a barrier to cultivation and consumption of nutrient-dense vegetables. However, education efforts can break down the stigma against those foods, potentially changing consumption behavior (Bonnard, 1999; Gopalan & Tamber, 2003). The role of education in this particular type of behavior change has not been well-studied, but Babu (2000) found evidence that an intervention centered around moringa (drumstick) leaves could be successful. Moringa has been traditionally considered a “crisis” food, but after training by extension staff Malawians demonstrated a willingness to cook and eat moringa in place of more expensive alternatives such as pumpkin leaves (Babu & Chale, 1994).

Logistical barriers can be important. In Bangladesh (Bhattacharjee, 2007) school principals who declined to set up a demonstration garden cited a lack of boundary wall, lack of funds, and lack of protection from pests and animals as constraints to participation. Adolescent girls who participated in that program cited lack of decision-making power within the home as a constraint to setting up their own garden or otherwise applying the nutrition information learned at the school. Livestock interventions may face barriers from religious doctrine or inequitable intra-household allocation patterns but these barriers can sometimes be addressed through educational initiatives (Allen, 2003).

In the agriculture-for-nutrition context, there has been very little analysis of treatment effects on women’s time and labor. Leroy et al. (2008) note that changes in women’s time could have important consequences, both for their nutritional needs and the nutritional and caretaking needs of their children.

Other constraints to on-farm production may mirror constraints to technology adoption and on-farm change in general. Market access, drainage, and irrigation are constraints to diversification in South Asia (Joshi et al., 2007). Low market access is hypothesized to increase production for own-consumption as a risk-management and food-security strategy (Biroli et al., 2006). Reardon et al. (2010) find that increased market access may be associated with increased dietary diversity, particularly with urbanization and access to supermarkets; the authors note that consumers express a clear preference for supermarket shopping over more traditional markets, choosing supermarkets even when other options are available. They do not speculate on the nutritional effects of these changed shopping patterns. On the production side, lack of income, assets, or credit access can constrain farmers considering a change (Kebede,1990; Qaim, 2005; Feder, 1993; Lee, 2005). Households with low market and credit access are less likely to adopt new technologies or make a change to cash-cropping (Zeller et al., 1997; Yusef & Kohlin, 2004; Kayizzi-Mugerwa, 2008). Lack of assets or credit access are also closely tied to risk tolerance; households with low credit access are less able to bear high variability. Low credit access also contributes to high present discount rates by reducing a household’s ability to smooth consumption (Yusef & Kohlin, 2004).
Conclusion

There is a strong sentiment that agricultural interventions can improve dietary diversity, and that dietary diversity can improve nutrition and related health outcomes. The programs with demonstrated ability to improve nutrition outcomes are most often cross-cutting interventions, borrowing from the agriculture, nutrition, and public health traditions. While these multi-platform programs can be costly to evaluate and difficult to implement, the evidence supports their potential to create sustainable quality-of-life improvements in target regions.

The pathways by which agricultural interventions achieve impact are not fully clear. There is evidence that production for own-consumption and production for income are both important, often within the same community or even the same household.

Constraints to dietary and on-farm diversification are highly variable, but lack of access and potentially diminishing biodiversity are recurring themes in the nutrition literature. Constraints to on-farm diversification may mirror constraints to production changes in general; examples include market access, credit access, and suitable planting materials for harsh local agro-ecological conditions.

The greatest knowledge gaps are directly related to the lack of integration between program design and evaluation. Many evaluations are based on small sample sizes, lack control groups or baseline data, are subject to selection bias, or face other challenges to rigorous statistical analysis. Long-term follow-ups are uncommon, and conclusions about the sustainability of different programs are therefore difficult to support empirically. There is also a dearth of information about cost-effectiveness. The difficulty of assigning costs and benefits is exacerbated by the scarcity of good experimental data, as well as by the variation in studied outcomes.

As noted in the 2007 World Bank report, there is a need for more data around the effects of agricultural and nutritional interventions on women’s time. Interventions may have negative effects if they increase women’s time or labor inputs without increasing energy intake or dietary quality. In addition, it appears there may be different pathways to improved health outcomes in the urban versus rural settings, but the differences are not well characterized.

Finally, there is little individual- or household-level information about the constraints to diversification in particular, the constraints to on-farm change in general, and how those constraints may vary by household- or farm-level characteristics. Increased attention to evaluating the agricultural component of complex food and health programs may help address all of the issues raised above.

On a broader scale, there is a need for large-scale data addressing overall patterns of production diversification, consumption patterns, and nutrient adequacy. There is a body of literature addressing the importance of the nutrition transition in the context of urbanization (Pingali, 2004; Haddad, 2003), but there is room for similar work addressing macro-level constraints, transitions, and patterns in the rural context as well as in relation to other health indicators such as access to clean water and health services.

Please direct comments or questions about this research to Leigh Anderson, at eparx@u.washington.edu.
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